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Guest Editors

It is our pleasure to present this special section of Computers & Graphics (C&G), featuring the selected best papers presented at the 31st Spring Conference on Computer Graphics 2015 (www.sccg.sk), which was held April 22–24, 2015 in Smolenice, Slovakia. The venue is probably the oldest regular annual meeting of computer graphics in Central Europe, covering all relevant innovative ideas in computer graphics, image processing and their applications. The philosophy of SCCG is to bring together top experts and young researchers in CG in order to support a good and sustained communication channel for East–West European exchange of prospective ideas.

The SCCG call for papers attracted 20 submissions, 6 short papers and posters, and invited talks. Together with an international program committee, consisting of 64 experts in the topic areas, we handled a highly competitive and selective review process. Two manuscripts were selected according to the highest marks received through C&G reviewing process according to journal criteria. These papers cover two different fields: computer animation and image representation.

M. Chládek and R. Ďuríkovič approach animating shallow water surfaces through particle representation. Smoothed particle hydrodynamics is used to solve the shallow water equation by which the authors avoid discretizing the whole simulation domain to easily handle sparse and irregular simulation domains [1].

Last, but not least the work by A. Reh, A. Amirkhanov, J. Kastner, E. Gröller, and C. Heinzl presents a novel integrated visual analysis tool to evaluate series of X-ray Computational Tomography (XCT) data. A feature tracking algorithm is applied to detect changes of features throughout the series as events. As explicit tracking is not always possible, the Authors introduce the computation of a Tracking Uncertainty [2].
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